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QUESTION 1

A DevOps Engineer at a startup cloud-based gaming company has the task of formalizing deployment strategies. The
strategies must meet the following requirements: 

1.

 Use standard Git commands, such as git clone and git push for the code repository. 

2.

 Management tools should maximize the use of platform solutions where possible. 

3.

 Deployment packages must be immutable and in the form of Docker images. 

How can the Engineer meet these requirements? 

A. Use AWS CodePipeline to trigger a build process when software is pushed to a self-hosted GitHub repository.
CodePipeline will use a Jenkins build server to build new Docker images. CodePipeline will deploy into a second target
group in Amazon ECS behind an Application Load Balancer. Cutover will be managed by swapping the listener rules on
the Application Load Balancer. 

B. Use AWS CodePipeline to trigger a build process when software is pushed to a private GitHub repository.
CodePipeline will use AWS CodeBuild to build new Docker images. CodePipeline will deploy into a second target group
in Amazon ECS behind an Application Load Balancer. Cutover will be managed by swapping the listener rules on the
Application Load Balancer. 

C. Use a Jenkins pipeline to trigger a build process when software is pushed to a private GitHub repository. AWS
CodePipeline will use AWS CodeBuild to build new Docker images. CodePipeline will deploy into a second target group
in Amazon ECS behind an Application Load Balancer. Cutover will be managed by swapping the listener rules on the
Application Load Balancer. 

D. Use AWS CodePipeline to trigger a build process when software is pushed to an AWS CodeCommit repository.
CodePipeline will use an AWS CodeBuild build server to build new Docker images. CodePipeline will deploy into a
second target group in a Kubernetes Cluster hosted on Amazon EC2 behind an Application Load Balancer. Cutover will
be managed by swapping the listener rules on the Application Load Balancer. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/devops/build-a-continuous-delivery-pipeline-for-your-container- images-with-
amazon-ecr-as-source/ 

 

QUESTION 2

The resources for a business-critical, three-tier web application are expressed in a series of AWS CloudFormation
templates. The application is using Amazon RDS for data and Amazon ElastiCache for session state. Users have
reported degraded performance in the application. A DevOps Engineer notices that the T2 instance type is being used
for the application tier and CPU usage is at 100% in Amazon CloudWatch. 

What process should the Engineer follow to restore operations with the LEAST amount of disruption to the end users? 
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A. Write a new CloudFormation template to include Amazon CloudFront in the environment, launch the stack, and
update the Amazon Route 53 A record 

B. Launch a new CloudFormation stack for the application tier using the M4 instance type, run acceptance tests against
the new stack, and update the Amazon Route 53 A record 

C. Update the CloudFormation stack for the application tier using the T2 Unlimited option, run acceptance tests against
the new stack, and update the Amazon Route 53 A record 

D. Launch a new CloudFormation stack for all tiers of the application in a different region, run acceptance tests against
the new stack, and update the Amazon Route 53 A record 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is developing a web application\\'s infrastructure using AWS CloudFormation. The database engineering
team maintains the database resources in a CloudFormation template, and the software development team maintains
the web application resources in a separate CloudFormation template. As the scope of the application grows, the
software development team needs to use resources maintained by the database engineering team. However, both
teams have their own review and lifecycle management processes that they want to keep. Both teams also require
resource-level change-set reviews. The software development team would like to deploy changes to this template using
their CI/CD pipeline. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create a stack export from the database CloudFormation template and import those references into the web
application CloudFormation template. 

B. Create a CloudFormation nested stack to make cross-stack resource references and parameters available in both
stacks. 

C. Create a CloudFormation stack set to make cross-stack resource references and parameters available in both
stacks. 

D. Create input parameters in the web application CloudFormation template and pass resource names and IDs from the
database stack. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

If you\\'re trying to configure an AWS Elastic Beanstalk worker tier for easy debugging if there are problems finishing
queue jobs, what should you configure? 

A. Configure Rolling Deployments. 

B. Configure Enhanced Health Reporting 

C. Configure Blue-Green Deployments. 

D. Configure a Dead Letter Queue 
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Correct Answer: D 

Elastic Beanstalk worker environments support Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS) dead letter queues. A dead letter
queue is a queue where other (source) queues can send messages that for some reason could not be successfully
processed. A primary benefit of using a dead letter queue is the ability to sideline and isolate the unsuccessfully
processed messages. You can then analyze any messages sent to the dead letter queue to try to determine why they
were not successfully processed. Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/using-features-
managing-env-tiers.html#worker-d eadletter 

 

QUESTION 5

A company wants to ensure that their EC2 instances are secure. They want to be notified if any new vulnerabilities are
discovered on their instances, and they also want an audit trail of all login activities on the instances. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Use AWS Systems Manager to detect vulnerabilities on the EC2 instances. Install the Amazon Kinesis Agent to
capture system logs and deliver them to Amazon S3. 

B. Use AWS Systems Manager to detect vulnerabilities on the EC2 instances. Install the Systems Manager Agent to
capture system logs and view login activity in the CloudTrail console. 

C. Configure Amazon CloudWatch to detect vulnerabilities on the EC2 instances. Install the AWS Config daemon to
capture system logs and view them in the AWS Config console. 

D. Configure Amazon Inspector to detect vulnerabilities on the EC2 instances. Install the Amazon CloudWatch Agent to
capture system logs and record them via Amazon CloudWatch Logs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to set up the CloudTrail Processing Library to log your bucket operations. Which command will build a .jar file
from the CloudTrail Processing Library source code? 

A. mvn javac mvn -install processor 

B. jar install processor 

C. build jar -Dgpg.processor 

D. mvn clean install -Dgpg.skip=true 

Correct Answer: D 

The CloudTrail Processing Library is a Java library that provides an easy way to process AWS CloudTrail logs in a fault-
tolerant, scalable and flexible way. To set up the CloudTrail Processing Library, you first need to download CloudTrail
Processing Library source from GitHub. You can then create the .jar file using this command. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/awscloudtrail/latest/userguide/use-the-cloudtrail-processinglibrary.html 
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QUESTION 7

If Erin has three clusters of server types that are all managed by Ansible and she needs to provision each cluster so that
they are configured with their appropriate NTP server addresses. What is the best method Erin should use in Ansible for
managing this? 

A. Write a task that scans the network in the target hosts\\' region for the NTP server, register the resulting address so
that the next task can write the NTP configuration. 

B. Break down the hosts by region in the Ansible inventory file and assign an inventory group variable the NTP address
value for the respective region. The playbook can contain just the single play referencing the NTP variable from the
inventory. 

C. Create a playbook for each different region and store the NTP address in a variable in the play in the event the NTP
server changes. 

D. Create three plays, each one has the hosts for their respective regions and set the NTP server address in each task. 

Correct Answer: B 

While all four answers provided are correct, only B is the best choice. Ansible offers the ability to assign variables to
groups of hosts in the inventory file. When the playbook is ran it will use the variables assigned to the group, even all the
groups are specified in a single playbook run. The respective variables will be available to the play. This is easiest
method to run, maintain and write. 

Reference: http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/intro_inventory.html#group-variables 

 

QUESTION 8

A DevOps Engineer is architecting a continuous development strategy for a company\\'s software as a service (SaaS)
web application running on AWS. For application and security reasons, users subscribing to this application are
distributed across multiple Application Load Balancers (ALBs), each of which has a dedicated Auto Scaling group and
fleet of Amazon EC2 instances. The application does not require a build stage, and when it is committed to AWS
CodeCommit, the application must trigger a simultaneous deployment to all ALBs, Auto Scaling groups, and EC2 fleets. 

Which architecture will meet these requirements with the LEAST amount of configuration? 

A. Create a single AWS CodePipeline pipeline that deploys the application in parallel using unique AWS CodeDeploy
applications and deployment groups created for each ALB-Auto Scaling group pair. 

B. Create a single AWS CodePipeline pipeline that deploys the application using a single AWS CodeDeploy application
and single deployment group. 

C. Create a single AWS CodePipeline pipeline that deploys the application in parallel using a single AWS CodeDeploy
application and unique deployment group for each ALB-Auto Scaling group pair. 

D. Create an AWS CodePipeline pipeline for each ALB-Auto Scaling group pair that deploys the application using an
AWS CodeDeploy application and deployment group created for the same ALB- Auto Scaling group pair. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9
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A company is required to collect user consent to a privacy agreement. An application is deployed in six AWS Regions
with two in North America, two in Europe, and two in Asia with a user base of 20-30 million users. The company needs
to read and write data related to each user\\'s response, and ensure the responses are available in all six Regions. 

What solution will satisfy these requirements while MINIMIZING latency? 

A. Implement Amazon Aurora Global Database in each of the six Regions. 

B. Implement Amazon DocumentDB (with MongoDB compatibility) in each of the six Regions. 

C. Implement Amazon DynamoDB global tables in each of the six Regions. 

D. Implement Amazon ElastiCache for Redis replication group in each of the six Regions. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A company develops and maintains a web application using Amazon EC2 instances and an Amazon RDS for SQL
Server DB instance in a single Availability Zone. The resources need to run only when new deployments are being
tested using AWS CodePipeline. Testing occurs one or more times a week and each test takes 2-3 hours to run. A
DevOps engineer wants a solution that does not change the architecture components. 

Which solution will meet these requirements in the MOST cost-effective manner? 

A. Convert the RDS database to an Amazon Aurora Serverless database. Use an AWS Lambda function to start and
stop the EC2 instances before and after tests. 

B. Put the EC2 instances into an Auto Scaling group. Schedule scaling to run at the start of the deployment tests. 

C. Replace the EC2 instances with EC2 Spot Instances and the RDS database with an RDS Reserved Instance. 

D. Subscribe Amazon Cloud Watch Events to CodePipeline to trigger AWS Systems Manager Automation documents
that start and stop all EC2 and RDS instances before and after deployment tests. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/using-features.managing.as.html? filter-
select=AWS%20Management%20Console 

 

QUESTION 11

A company discovers that some IAM users have been storing their AWS access keys in configuration files that have
been pushed to a Git repository hosting service. Which solution will require the LEAST amount of management
overhead while preventing the exposed AWS access keys from being used? 

A. Build an application that will create a list of all AWS access keys in the account and search each key on Git
repository hosting services. If a match is found, configure the application to disable the associated access key. Then
deploy the application to an AWS Elastic Beanstalk worker environment and define a periodic task to invoke the
application every hour. 

B. Use Amazon Inspector to detect when a key has been exposed online. Have Amazon Inspector send a notification to
an Amazon SNS topic when a key has been exposed. Create an AWS Lambda function subscribed to the SNS topic to
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disable the IAM user to whom the key belongs, and then delete the key so that it cannot be used. 

C. Configure AWS Trusted Advisor and create an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule that uses Trusted Advisor as the
event source. Configure the CloudWatch Events rule to invoke an AWS Lambda function as the target. If the Lambda
function finds the exposed access keys, then have it disable the access key so that it cannot be used. 

D. Create an AWS Config rule to detect when a key is exposed online. Haw AWS Config send change notifications to an
SNS topic. Configure an AWS Lambda function that is subscribed to the SNS topic to check the notification sent by
AWS Config, and then disable the access key so it cannot be used. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A company is running a number of internet-facing APIs that use an AWS Lambda authorizer to control access. A
security team wants to be alerted when a large number of requests are failing authorization, as this may indicate API
abuse. Given the magnitude of API requests, the team wants to be alerted only if the number of HTTP 403 Forbidden
responses goes above 2% of overall API calls. 

Which solution will accomplish this? 

A. Use the default Amazon API Gateway 403Error and Count metrics sent to Amazon CloudWatch, and use metric math
to create a CloudWatch alarm. Use the (403Error/Count)*100 mathematical expression when defining the alarm. Set the
alarm threshold to be greater than 2. 

B. Write a Lambda function that fetches the default Amazon API Gateway 403Error and Count metrics sent to Amazon
CloudWatch, calculate the percentage of errors, then push a custom metric to CloudWatch named Custorn403Percent.
Create a CloudWatch alarm based on this custom metric. Set the alarm threshold to be greater than 2. 

C. Configure Amazon API Gateway to send custom access logs to Amazon CloudWatch Logs. Create a log filter to
produce a custom metric for the HTTP 403 response code named Custom403Error. Use this custom metric and the
default API Gateway Count metric sent to CloudWatch, and use metric match to create a CloudWatch alarm. Use the
(Custom403Error/Count)*100 mathematical expression when defining the alarm. Set the alarm threshold to be greater
than 2. 

D. Configure Amazon API Gateway to enable custom Amazon CloudWatch metrics, enable the ALL_STATUS_CODE
option, and define an APICustom prefix. Use CloudWatch metric math to create a CloudWatch alarm. Use the
(APICustom403Error/Count)*100 mathematical expression when defining the alarm. Set the alarm threshold to be
greater than 2. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/analyzing-api-gateway-custom-access-logs-for-custom-domain-
names/ 

 

QUESTION 13

An application\\'s users are encountering bugs immediately after Amazon API Gateway deployments. The development
team deploys once or twice a day and uses a blue/green deployment strategy with custom health checks and
automated rollbacks. The team wants to limit the number of users affected by deployment bugs and receive notifications
when rollbacks are needed. 

Which combination of steps should a DevOps engineer use to meet these requests? (Choose two.) 
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A. Implement a blue/green strategy using path mappings. 

B. Implement a canary deployment strategy. 

C. Implement a rolling deployment strategy using multiple stages. 

D. Use Amazon CloudWatch alarms to notify the development team. 

E. Use Amazon CloudWatch Events to notify the development team. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 14

A DevOps Engineer manages an application that has a cross-region failover requirement. The application stores its data
in an Amazon Aurora on Amazon RDS database in the primary region with a read replica in the secondary region. The
application uses Amazon Route 53 to direct customer traffic to the active region. Which steps should be taken to
MINIMIZE downtime if a primary database fails? 

A. Use Amazon CloudWatch to monitor the status of the RDS instance. In the event of a failure, use a CloudWatch
Events rule to send a short message service (SMS) to the Systems Operator using Amazon SNS. Have the Systems
Operator redirect traffic to an Amazon S3 static website that displays a downtime message. Promote the RDS read
replica to the master. Confirm that the application is working normally, then redirect traffic from the Amazon S3 website
to the secondary region. 

B. Use RDS Event Notification to publish status updates to an Amazon SNS topic. Use an AWS Lambda function
subscribed to the topic to monitor database health. In the event of a failure, the Lambda function promotes the read
replica, then updates Route 53 to redirect traffic from the primary region to the secondary region. 

C. Set up an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to periodically invoke an AWS Lambda function that checks the health of
the primary database. If a failure is detected, the Lambda function promotes the read replica. Then, update Route 53 to
redirect traffic from the primary to the secondary region. 

D. Set up Route 53 to balance traffic between both regions equally. Enable the Aurora multi-master option, then set up a
Route 53 health check to analyze the health of the databases. Configure Route 53 to automatically direct all traffic to the
secondary region when a primary database fails. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A company wants to use AWS Systems Manager documents to bootstrap physical laptops for developers. The
bootstrap code is stored in GitHub. A DevOps engineer has already created a Systems Manager activation, installed the
Systems Manager agent with the registration code, and installed an activation ID on all the laptops. 

Which set of steps should be taken next? 

A. Configure the Systems Manager document to use the AWS-RunShellScript command to copy the files from GitHub to
Amazon S3, then use the aws-downloadContent plugin with a sourceType of S3. 

B. Configure the Systems Manager document to use the aws-configurePackage plugin with an install action and point to
the Git repository. 
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C. Configure the Systems Manager document to use the aws-downloadContent plugin with a sourceType of GitHub and
sourceInfo with the repository details. 

D. Configure the Systems Manager document to use the aws:softwareInventory plugin and run the script from the Git
repository. 

Correct Answer: A 
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